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Today’s agenda

Get to know each other:

Offer up a menu of potentially interesting 
topics to discuss later

I will try to offer topics which seem most 
likely to be fruitful topics to explore

Apologies if I am ignorant or naive, especially 
about the cold atom community
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Chez KITP
Menu

Specials
High-Tc
Quantum Spin Liquids
Mott Transitions
Spin-Orbit Physics

Classics
Frustrated Magnetism
Quantum Criticality
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Simulations

quantum classical
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Simulations

quantum classical

Anything is possible - so what is really interesting?
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Motivations in CMT

Understand materials

Applications

Expand the boundaries of fundamental 
theory

emergent phenomena - phases, correlations, 
excitations, topology

mechanisms - e.g. of high-Tc, etc.
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Topics

High-Tc - and beyond?

Quantum spin liquids

Mott transitions

Spin orbit physics
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High Tc

“Unsolved” almost 25 years, cuprate 
superconductivity is probably still considered 
the most greatest challenge in CMP
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High Tc - Questions

What are the necessary features for high-Tc?

2d?

proximity to Mott insulator?

antiferromagnetic fluctuations?

Single band?

Charge transfer material?

Is Hubbard model sufficient?
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High Tc - Questions

How do we understand the unusual features of the 
cuprates?

Is there an underlying QCP of importance?

What is the nature of the “strange metal”?

Is the pseudo-gap region a distinct phase?

Is inhomogeneity intrinsic and/or important?

Are there “exotic” excitations or phases present 
or nearby in the phase diagram?
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Emulating High-Tc

Simulate the (fermionic, s=1/2) Hubbard 
model

DARPA - “The OLE program will construct 
an emulator—an artificial material whose 
behavior is governed by the same underlying 
mathematical description as the material of 
interest.”
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OLE
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Emulating High Tc
in condensed matter

There are increasing efforts in condensed 
matter to grow “designer correlated 
materials” using layer-by-layer growth of 
transition metal oxides

“Mott interfaces”, “Mott heterostructures”, 
“oxide interfaces”

There are opportunities for quantum and 
classical simulation here, and inspiration for 
new models
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Emulating High Tc

Orbital Order and Possible Superconductivity in LaNiO3=LaMO3 Superlattices

Jiřı́ Chaloupka1,2 and Giniyat Khaliullin1

1Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung, Heisenbergstrasse 1, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany
2Institute of Condensed Matter Physics, Masaryk University, Kotlářská 2, 61137 Brno, Czech Republic

(Received 3 July 2007; published 10 January 2008)

A hypothetical layered oxide La2NiMO6 where NiO2 and MO2 planes alternate along the c axis of
ABO3 perovskite lattice is considered theoretically. Here, M denotes a trivalent cation Al, Ga,. . . such that
MO2 planes are insulating and suppress the c-axis charge transfer. We predict that correlated eg electrons
in the NiO2 planes develop a planar x2-y2 orbital order driven by the reduced dimensionality and further
supported by epitaxial strain from the substrate. Low-energy electronic states can be mapped to a single-
band t! t0 ! J model, suggesting favorable conditions for high-Tc superconductivity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.016404 PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 74.78.Fk, 75.30.Et

Despite decades of extensive research, cuprates remain
the only compounds to date hosting the high-temperature
superconductivity (SC). On empirical grounds, the key
electronic and structural elements that support high Tc
values are well known—no orbital degeneracy, spin one-
half, quasi two-dimensionality (2D), and strong antiferro-
magnetic (AF) correlations. While these properties are
partially realized in various materials (e.g., layered cobal-
tates), only cuprates possess all of them.

A unique feature of the high-Tc cuprates is the presence
of an extended doping interval 0:05 & ! & 0:20 where the
correlated electron maintains its (plane-wave–localized-
particle) duality, and both fermionic and spin statistics may
operate in physically relevant energy scales. The multi-
faceted behavior of electrons results in an exotic ‘‘normal’’
state of the cuprates with ill-defined quasiparticles, pseu-
dogap, etc., which condenses into the superconducting
state below Tc. There are a number of strongly correlated
metallic oxides [1] based on S " 1=2 3d ions as Ti3# and
V4# (both with a single t2g electron), Co4# (a t2g hole) and
Ni3# (closed t2g shell plus one eg electron) that possess a
low-spin state in octahedral environment. These com-
pounds show a great diversity of physical properties [1];
however, the mysterious strange-metal phase from which
anomalous SC may emerge is missing.

Apart from dimensionality, the orbital degeneracy is ‘‘to
blame’’ here. Originating from high symmetry of the
MeO6 octahedron—a common building block of both
pseudocubic and layered perovskites,—the orbital degen-
eracy enlarges the Hilbert space and relaxes kinematical
constraints on the electron motion. Consequently, a fermi-
onic coherency is enhanced and doping induced insulator-
metal transitions occur without a reference to the pseudo-
gap phase. For example, in La1!xSrxTiO3 the formation of
a three-band, correlated Fermi liquid completes within just
a few percent doping range near x$ 0:05 [2].

The orbital degeneracy strongly reduces AF correlations
(believed to be crucial in cuprate physics), as electrons are
allowed to have parallel spins residing on the different or-
bitals. This leads to competing Ferro- and AF-interactions

that result in a rich variety of magnetic states in S " 1=2
oxides such as RTiO3, NaxCoO2, Sr2CoO4, RNiO3,
NaNiO2. In contrast, spin correlations in single-band cup-
rates are of AF nature exclusively and hence strong.

How to suppress the orbital degeneracy and promote
cupratelike physics in other S " 1=2 oxides? In this
Letter, we suggest and argue theoretically that this goal
can be achieved in oxide superlattices. Specifically, we
focus on Ni-based superlattices (see Fig. 1) which can be
fabricated using recent advances in oxide heterostructure
technology ([3–5] and references therein). While the pro-
posed compound has a pseudocubic ABO3 structure, its
low-energy electronic states are confined to the NiO2
planes and, hence, are of a quasi-2D nature. A substrate
induced compression of the NiO6 octahedra further stabil-
izes the x2-y2 orbital. Net effect is a strong enhancement of
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FIG. 1. (a) Superlattice La2NiMO6 with alternating NiO2 and
MO2 planes. MO2 layers suppress the c-axis hopping resulting in
2D electronic structure. Arrows indicate the c-axis compression
of the NiO6 octahedron imposed by tensile epitaxial strain and
supported by Jahn-Teller coupling. (b) ,(c), (d) Strain-induced
stretching of the NiO2 planes occurs when superlattices with
M " Al, Ga, Ti are grown on SrTiO3 or LaGaO3 substrates
having large lattice parameter compared to that of LaNiO3.
Expected deformations are indicated by arrows.

PRL 100, 016404 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
11 JANUARY 2008

0031-9007=08=100(1)=016404(4) 016404-1 ! 2008 The American Physical Society

Chaloupka + 
Khaliullin, 2008

in condensed matter

eg
1

t2g
6
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Despite decades of extensive research, cuprates remain
the only compounds to date hosting the high-temperature
superconductivity (SC). On empirical grounds, the key
electronic and structural elements that support high Tc
values are well known—no orbital degeneracy, spin one-
half, quasi two-dimensionality (2D), and strong antiferro-
magnetic (AF) correlations. While these properties are
partially realized in various materials (e.g., layered cobal-
tates), only cuprates possess all of them.

A unique feature of the high-Tc cuprates is the presence
of an extended doping interval 0:05 & ! & 0:20 where the
correlated electron maintains its (plane-wave–localized-
particle) duality, and both fermionic and spin statistics may
operate in physically relevant energy scales. The multi-
faceted behavior of electrons results in an exotic ‘‘normal’’
state of the cuprates with ill-defined quasiparticles, pseu-
dogap, etc., which condenses into the superconducting
state below Tc. There are a number of strongly correlated
metallic oxides [1] based on S " 1=2 3d ions as Ti3# and
V4# (both with a single t2g electron), Co4# (a t2g hole) and
Ni3# (closed t2g shell plus one eg electron) that possess a
low-spin state in octahedral environment. These com-
pounds show a great diversity of physical properties [1];
however, the mysterious strange-metal phase from which
anomalous SC may emerge is missing.

Apart from dimensionality, the orbital degeneracy is ‘‘to
blame’’ here. Originating from high symmetry of the
MeO6 octahedron—a common building block of both
pseudocubic and layered perovskites,—the orbital degen-
eracy enlarges the Hilbert space and relaxes kinematical
constraints on the electron motion. Consequently, a fermi-
onic coherency is enhanced and doping induced insulator-
metal transitions occur without a reference to the pseudo-
gap phase. For example, in La1!xSrxTiO3 the formation of
a three-band, correlated Fermi liquid completes within just
a few percent doping range near x$ 0:05 [2].

The orbital degeneracy strongly reduces AF correlations
(believed to be crucial in cuprate physics), as electrons are
allowed to have parallel spins residing on the different or-
bitals. This leads to competing Ferro- and AF-interactions

that result in a rich variety of magnetic states in S " 1=2
oxides such as RTiO3, NaxCoO2, Sr2CoO4, RNiO3,
NaNiO2. In contrast, spin correlations in single-band cup-
rates are of AF nature exclusively and hence strong.

How to suppress the orbital degeneracy and promote
cupratelike physics in other S " 1=2 oxides? In this
Letter, we suggest and argue theoretically that this goal
can be achieved in oxide superlattices. Specifically, we
focus on Ni-based superlattices (see Fig. 1) which can be
fabricated using recent advances in oxide heterostructure
technology ([3–5] and references therein). While the pro-
posed compound has a pseudocubic ABO3 structure, its
low-energy electronic states are confined to the NiO2
planes and, hence, are of a quasi-2D nature. A substrate
induced compression of the NiO6 octahedra further stabil-
izes the x2-y2 orbital. Net effect is a strong enhancement of
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FIG. 1. (a) Superlattice La2NiMO6 with alternating NiO2 and
MO2 planes. MO2 layers suppress the c-axis hopping resulting in
2D electronic structure. Arrows indicate the c-axis compression
of the NiO6 octahedron imposed by tensile epitaxial strain and
supported by Jahn-Teller coupling. (b) ,(c), (d) Strain-induced
stretching of the NiO2 planes occurs when superlattices with
M " Al, Ga, Ti are grown on SrTiO3 or LaGaO3 substrates
having large lattice parameter compared to that of LaNiO3.
Expected deformations are indicated by arrows.

PRL 100, 016404 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
11 JANUARY 2008
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in condensed matter

S. Stemmer, 
unpublished

But this doesn’t seem to work (so far!)
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Emulating High Tc
in condensed matter

Sr2IrO4 - same crystal 
structure as La2CuO4

j=1/2

j=3/2

Ir4+=5d5

Single j=1/2 Hubbard model 
on a square lattice

λSO ≈ 0.5eV

t2g
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Emulating High Tc
in condensed matter

Sr2IrO4 - same crystal 
structure as La2CuO4

Charge gap = 0.1-0.5 eV

B.J.Kim et al,PRL (08)
Thursday, October 21, 2010



Emulating High Tc
in condensed matter

Sr2IrO4 - same crystal 
structure as La2CuO4

interest, and has become a powerful tool for
investigating ordering phenomena (10, 11). So
far, the emphasis has been seen only in the
amplification of the signal. However, the RXS
signal contains important information about the
phase of the wave function for valence electrons,
because RXS results from quantum interference
between different scattering paths via intermedi-
ate states of a single site. The RXS process is
described by the second-order process of electron-
photon coupling perturbation, as schematically
shown in Fig. 1, and its scattering amplitude fab
from a single site is expressed under dipole ap-
proximation by

fab ! !
m

mew3
im

w
!ijRbjm" !mjRaji"
!w " !wim " iG=2

#2$

In this process, a photon with energy (!)w is
scattered by being virtually absorbed and emitted
with polarizations a and b, respectively; and in the
course of the process, an electron of mass me

makes dipole transitions through position oper-
ators Ra and Rb from and to the initial state i, via
all possible intermediate states m, collecting the
phase factors associated with the intermediate
states, weighted by some factors involving energy
differences between the initial and intermediate
states (!)wim and the lifetime broadening energy
G. The interference between various scattering
paths is directly reflected in the scattering inten-
sities of the photon, and in this way the valence
electronic states can be detected with phase sen-

sitivity. This process can be contrasted with that in
x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which is a
first-order process and measures only the ampli-
tudes of the individual paths, or transition
probabilities to various valence states.

We have applied this technique to explore
unconventional electronic states produced by the
strong SOC in Sr2IrO4. Sr2IrO4 is an ideal sys-
tem in which to fully use this technique. The mag-
netic Bragg diffraction in magnetically ordered
Sr2IrO4 comes essentially from scattering by Ir
t2g electrons, to which RXS using the L edge
(2p"5d) can be applied to examine the elec-
tronic states. The wavelength at the L edge of 5d
Ir is as short as ~1 Å, in marked contrast to >10 Å
for 3d elements. This short wavelengthmakes the
detection of RXS signals much easier than in 3d
TMOs, because there exists essentially no con-
straint from the wavelength in detecting the mag-
netic Bragg signal. Moreover, the low-spin 5d5

configuration, a one-hole state, greatly reduces
the number of intermediate states and makes the
calculation of scattering matrix elements tracta-
ble. The excitation to the t2g state completely fills
the manifold, and the remaining degrees of free-
dom reside only in the 2p core holes. Because the
intermediate states are all degenerate in this case,
the denominator factors involving energies and
lifetimes of the intermediate states in Eq. 2 can
drop out. A careful analysis of the scattering
intensity can show that the wave function given
by Eq. 1 represents the ground state in Sr2IrO4

(4).

Figure 2A shows the resonance enhancement
of the magnetic reflection (1 0 22) at the L edge
of a Sr2IrO4 single crystal (4), overlaid with XAS
spectra to show the resonant edges. Whereas there
is a huge enhancement of the magnetic reflection
by a factor of ~102 at the L3 edge, the resonance
at L2 is small, showing less than 1% of the
intensity at L3. The constructive interference at
L3 gives a large signal that allows the study of
magnetic structure, whereas the destructive inter-
ference at the L2 edge hardly contributes to the
resonant enhancement.

To find out the necessary conditions for the
hole state leading to the destructive interference
at the L2 edge, we calculate the scattering ampli-
tudes. Themost general wave function for the hole
state in the t2g manifold involves six basis states,
which can be reduced by block-diagonalizing the
spin-orbit Hamiltonian as

c1jxy,"s"" c2jyz,"s"" c3jzx,"s" #3$

With its time-reversed pair, they fully span the
t2g subspace. We neglect higher-order correc-
tions such as small residual coupling between
t2g and eg manifolds. In the limit of the
tetragonal crystal field [Q # E(dxy) – E(dyz,zx)]
due to the elongation of octahedra much larger
than SOC (lSO) (that is, Q >> lSO), the ground
state will approach c1 = 1 and c2 = c3 = 0 and
become a S = 1/2 Mott insulator, whereas in the
other limit of strong SOC, Q << lSO, ci's will all
be equal in magnitude, with c1, c2 pure real and c3
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Fig. 3. Magnetic ordering pattern of Sr2IrO4. (A) Layered crystal structure of Sr2IrO4,
consisting of a tetragonal unit cell (space group I41/acd) with lattice parameters a ! 5.5Å and
c ! 26Å (4). The blue, red, and purple circles represent Ir, O, and Sr atoms, respectively. (B)
Canted antiferromagnetic ordering pattern of Jeff = 1/2 moments (arrows) within IrO2 planes
and their stacking pattern along the c axis in zero field and in the weakly ferromagnetic state,
determined from the x-ray data shown in (C) to (E) (4). (C and D) L-scan profile of magnetic
x-ray diffraction (l = 1.1Å) along the (1 0 L) and (0 1 L) direction (C) and the (0 0 L) direction
(D) at 10 K in zero field. The huge fundamental Bragg peak at (0 0 16) and its background
were removed in (D). r.l.u., reciprocal lattice unit. (E) L-scan of magnetic x-ray diffraction (l =
1.1Å) along the (1 0 L) direction at 10 K in zero field and in the in-plane magnetic field of
!0.3 T parallel to the plane. (F) The temperature dependence of the intensity of the magnetic
(1 0 19) peak (red circles) in the in-plane magnetic field H ! 0.3 T. The temperature-
dependent magnetization in the in-plane field of 0.5 T is shown by the solid line.

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 323 6 MARCH 2009 1331

REPORTS

Neel order below TN 
= 240K; J ≈1000K

B.J.Kim et al,Science (09)
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Emulating High Tc
in condensed matter

Sr2IrO4 - same crystal 
structure as La2CuO4

interest, and has become a powerful tool for
investigating ordering phenomena (10, 11). So
far, the emphasis has been seen only in the
amplification of the signal. However, the RXS
signal contains important information about the
phase of the wave function for valence electrons,
because RXS results from quantum interference
between different scattering paths via intermedi-
ate states of a single site. The RXS process is
described by the second-order process of electron-
photon coupling perturbation, as schematically
shown in Fig. 1, and its scattering amplitude fab
from a single site is expressed under dipole ap-
proximation by

fab ! !
m

mew3
im

w
!ijRbjm" !mjRaji"
!w " !wim " iG=2

#2$

In this process, a photon with energy (!)w is
scattered by being virtually absorbed and emitted
with polarizations a and b, respectively; and in the
course of the process, an electron of mass me

makes dipole transitions through position oper-
ators Ra and Rb from and to the initial state i, via
all possible intermediate states m, collecting the
phase factors associated with the intermediate
states, weighted by some factors involving energy
differences between the initial and intermediate
states (!)wim and the lifetime broadening energy
G. The interference between various scattering
paths is directly reflected in the scattering inten-
sities of the photon, and in this way the valence
electronic states can be detected with phase sen-

sitivity. This process can be contrasted with that in
x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which is a
first-order process and measures only the ampli-
tudes of the individual paths, or transition
probabilities to various valence states.

We have applied this technique to explore
unconventional electronic states produced by the
strong SOC in Sr2IrO4. Sr2IrO4 is an ideal sys-
tem in which to fully use this technique. The mag-
netic Bragg diffraction in magnetically ordered
Sr2IrO4 comes essentially from scattering by Ir
t2g electrons, to which RXS using the L edge
(2p"5d) can be applied to examine the elec-
tronic states. The wavelength at the L edge of 5d
Ir is as short as ~1 Å, in marked contrast to >10 Å
for 3d elements. This short wavelengthmakes the
detection of RXS signals much easier than in 3d
TMOs, because there exists essentially no con-
straint from the wavelength in detecting the mag-
netic Bragg signal. Moreover, the low-spin 5d5

configuration, a one-hole state, greatly reduces
the number of intermediate states and makes the
calculation of scattering matrix elements tracta-
ble. The excitation to the t2g state completely fills
the manifold, and the remaining degrees of free-
dom reside only in the 2p core holes. Because the
intermediate states are all degenerate in this case,
the denominator factors involving energies and
lifetimes of the intermediate states in Eq. 2 can
drop out. A careful analysis of the scattering
intensity can show that the wave function given
by Eq. 1 represents the ground state in Sr2IrO4

(4).

Figure 2A shows the resonance enhancement
of the magnetic reflection (1 0 22) at the L edge
of a Sr2IrO4 single crystal (4), overlaid with XAS
spectra to show the resonant edges. Whereas there
is a huge enhancement of the magnetic reflection
by a factor of ~102 at the L3 edge, the resonance
at L2 is small, showing less than 1% of the
intensity at L3. The constructive interference at
L3 gives a large signal that allows the study of
magnetic structure, whereas the destructive inter-
ference at the L2 edge hardly contributes to the
resonant enhancement.

To find out the necessary conditions for the
hole state leading to the destructive interference
at the L2 edge, we calculate the scattering ampli-
tudes. Themost general wave function for the hole
state in the t2g manifold involves six basis states,
which can be reduced by block-diagonalizing the
spin-orbit Hamiltonian as

c1jxy,"s"" c2jyz,"s"" c3jzx,"s" #3$

With its time-reversed pair, they fully span the
t2g subspace. We neglect higher-order correc-
tions such as small residual coupling between
t2g and eg manifolds. In the limit of the
tetragonal crystal field [Q # E(dxy) – E(dyz,zx)]
due to the elongation of octahedra much larger
than SOC (lSO) (that is, Q >> lSO), the ground
state will approach c1 = 1 and c2 = c3 = 0 and
become a S = 1/2 Mott insulator, whereas in the
other limit of strong SOC, Q << lSO, ci's will all
be equal in magnitude, with c1, c2 pure real and c3
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Fig. 3. Magnetic ordering pattern of Sr2IrO4. (A) Layered crystal structure of Sr2IrO4,
consisting of a tetragonal unit cell (space group I41/acd) with lattice parameters a ! 5.5Å and
c ! 26Å (4). The blue, red, and purple circles represent Ir, O, and Sr atoms, respectively. (B)
Canted antiferromagnetic ordering pattern of Jeff = 1/2 moments (arrows) within IrO2 planes
and their stacking pattern along the c axis in zero field and in the weakly ferromagnetic state,
determined from the x-ray data shown in (C) to (E) (4). (C and D) L-scan profile of magnetic
x-ray diffraction (l = 1.1Å) along the (1 0 L) and (0 1 L) direction (C) and the (0 0 L) direction
(D) at 10 K in zero field. The huge fundamental Bragg peak at (0 0 16) and its background
were removed in (D). r.l.u., reciprocal lattice unit. (E) L-scan of magnetic x-ray diffraction (l =
1.1Å) along the (1 0 L) direction at 10 K in zero field and in the in-plane magnetic field of
!0.3 T parallel to the plane. (F) The temperature dependence of the intensity of the magnetic
(1 0 19) peak (red circles) in the in-plane magnetic field H ! 0.3 T. The temperature-
dependent magnetization in the in-plane field of 0.5 T is shown by the solid line.

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 323 6 MARCH 2009 1331

REPORTS

Giant canting angle 
≈10°, implies strong 

Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya D/J ≈0.1
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Emulating High Tc
in condensed matter

Sr2IrO4 - same crystal 
structure as La2CuO4

Films of Sr2Ir1-xRhxO4  and 
Sr2Ir1-xRuxO4 have been 

grown and show insulator-
metal transitions 

Insulator-metal transition 
in Sr2Ir1-xRhxO4 and Sr2Ir1-xRuxO4

Pesin and Balents , Nat. Phys. (2010) Watanabe et al., arXiv:1009.3311

(films prepared by Krockenberg et al.)

hole 
doping

control 
spin 
orbit

LaxSr2-xIrO4 ?
Thursday, October 21, 2010



Emulating High Tc
in condensed matter

Sr2IrO4 - same crystal 
structure as La2CuO4

SOC

Can we fill in this 
phase diagram?
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Quantum Spin 
Liquids

QSL = a state in which spins avoid ordering by 
quantum fluctuations

Better: a ground state with “exotic” structure - e.g. 
emergent gauge structure such as topological order, 
supporting fractional quasiparticles, etc.

Main problem:

Where to find them?

Secondary problem:

How to distinguish different ones?
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Quantum Spin 
Liquids

QSL = a state in which spins avoid ordering by 
quantum fluctuations

Better: a ground state with “exotic” structure - e.g. 
emergent gauge structure such as topological order, 
supporting fractional quasiparticles, etc.

Main problem:

Where to find them?

Secondary problem:

How to distinguish different ones?

Advertisement: Rajiv Singh’s 
talk tomorrow, 1:30pm:

Experimental Candidates for 
Quantum Spin-Liquids: 

Current Status
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RVB States

Anderson (73): ground states of quantum 
magnets might be approximated by 
superpositions of singlet “valence bonds”

Valence bond = singlet

+ + … 
Ψ =

|V B� = 1√
2

(| ↑↓� − | ↓↑�)
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VB states

!"#

!$# %

%&'''

%'''!(#

VBS not a spin liquid
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VB states

!"#

!$# %

%&'''

%'''!(#

VBS

Short-
range
RVB

a QSL with an energy gap to break a singlet
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VB states

!"#

!$# %

%&'''

%'''!(#

VBS

Short-
range
RVB

Long-
range 
RVB

gapless spin excitations
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Spinons

QSLs generically support “spinons”, neutral particles with 
S=1/2 

In 1d, the spinon is a domain wall or soliton

It has in this sense a “string”, but this does not confine the 
spinon because the string’s boundary is just its endpoint
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Spinons
In d>1, any observable string costs divergent 
energy
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Spinons
In d>1, any observable string costs divergent 
energy

If the ground state is a superposition of many 
states, the string need not be observable, if 
motion of the string simply reshuffles states in 
the superposition
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Slave particles
Gutzwiller-type variational wavefunction uses a 
reference Hamiltonian

Project

Gauge transformations of reference state leave 
physical state invariant

this is believed to be reflected in emergent gauge 
fields in the QSL phases: U(1), Z2, ...

Href =
�

ij

�
tijc

†
iαcjα + h.c. + ∆ijc

†
i↑c

†
j↓ + h.c.

�

|Ψvar� =
�

i

P̂ni=1|Ψref �
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The “landscape”

The space of RVB variational wavefunctions is vast

The number of distinct Quantum Spin Liquid (QSL)  phases is 
also huge

e.g. X.G. Wen has classified hundreds of different QSL states 
all with the same symmetry on the square lattice (and this is 
not a complete list!)

This makes it difficult to compare all of the states

Many QSLs are described by non-trivial interacting QFTs, 
which are themselves not well understood
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A diagnostic 
flowchart

Dimension?

d=2

Spin gap?

yes

Z2 state

no

Cv?

U(1) FS

T2/3

Z2 dirty 
Dirac

T

RW = 1?
T2

d=3

Z2 Dirac
U(1) 
Dirac 
ASL

yes no
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A diagnostic 
flowchart

T>0 transition

no

Spin gap?

yes

U(1)

no
Cv?

Z2 FST ln(1/T) Z2 line 
node

T T2

d=3

U(1) FS U(1) ??

Z2. Spin gap?

yes

yes

Z2

no

Cv?

?

disordered possibilities neglected
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The paradox

There seem to be so many QSLs in theory

But no clear demonstrations in experiment

probably thousands of quantum 
antiferromagnets have been studied 
experimentally and nearly all of them order 
magnetically

How to tell?  A good subject for discussion.
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Where in CMP?

Materials with

S=1/2 spins (necessary?)

Frustration

Other sources of fluctuations, e.g. 
proximity to Mott transition (where the 
electrons become delocalized)

e.g. Hubbard rather than Heisenberg
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d>1 QSL materials

t

Q2D organics !-(ET)2X;  spin-1/2 on triangular lattice

dimer model

ET layer

X layer

Kino & Fukuyama

t’

t t

t’

t t

t’

t t

t’

t t t’/t = 0.5 ~ 1.1

0.68SCCu[N(CN)2]Br

0.75Mott insulatorCu[N(CN)2]Cl

0.84SCCu(NCS)2

1.06Mott insulatorCu2(CN)3

t’/tGround StateX-

0.68SCCu[N(CN)2]Br

0.75Mott insulatorCu[N(CN)2]Cl

0.84SCCu(NCS)2

1.06Mott insulatorCu2(CN)3

t’/tGround StateX-

Triangular lattice

Half-filled band

κ-(BEDTTTF)2Cu2(CN)3

EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2

t

t’

www.physicstoday.org February 2007    Physics Today 17

Mendels group’s samples were pre-
pared at Edinburgh and at CEMES–
CNRS, Toulouse, France.

The experiments all show fairly con-
clusively that the spin-! kagome lattice
behaves as a spin liquid: Its spins do not
develop conventional antiferromagnetic
order down to temperatures as low as 
50 mK. The jury is still out, however, on
whether the putative quantum spin liq-
uid shows any exotic behavior. Interpre-
tation is difficult first of all because only
microcrystalline samples are available;
researchers have not yet been able to
grow crystals larger than a few microns.
Furthermore, even small amounts of im-
purities can affect the low-temperature
behavior and prevent ordering that
might otherwise have occurred.  

Lee comments that his group and
others are still in the early stages of
studying this material. With more expe-
rience, they hope to have a better handle
on impurities and begin to define more
precisely the low-temperature physics 
of the spin-! kagome materials.  

Quantum spin liquid 
Anderson’s 1973 paper looked at a
model in which one spin-!  particle (an
electron in the outer orbit of a magnetic
atom) is fixed at each vertex of a trian-
gular lattice and interacts antiferro-
magnetically with its neighbors. On a
square lattice, such spins order into a
Néel state, freezing into a spin solid
with alternating spins. But the triangu-
lar lattice frustrates the attempts to
order (see the article on geometrical
frustration by Roderich Moessner and
Arthur Ramirez in PHYSICS TODAY,
February 2006, page 24). 

Anderson proposed an alternative
state. He pictured a state consisting of
singlet-bond pairs, such as the configu-
ration shown in figure 1a. That config-
uration is far from unique because 
each spin has an equal probability 
of forming singlet pairs with any of 
its neighbors. Anderson defined a
resonating-valence bond state as a lin-
ear combination of all the configura-
tions that one can get by different
pairings. 

Since Anderson’s work, a team led by
Claire Lhuillier from the Pierre and
Marie Curie University in Paris found
that a triangular spin-! lattice with only
nearest-neighbor interactions can reach
an ordered state with spins on any given
triangle oriented at 120° to one another.7
Still, triangular lattices with more com-
plicated interactions remain candidates
for a quantum spin liquid. Most promis-
ing of all is the 2D spin-!  kagome lat-
tice because its vertex-sharing geometry

gives it a higher degree of frustration
than a triangular lattice and because
quantum fluctuations are particularly
strong for a low spin. 

The excitations in the spin-liquid pic-
ture result from breaking spin pairs. This
creates two single spins (spinons, with
spin s = !) that move around inde-
pendently of one another, much as elec-
trons move in a metal—even though the
material is still an insulator. By contrast,
the fundamental excitations in a mag-
netically ordered Néel state are s= 1
spin waves, known as magnons.

Theorists have studied two types of
spin liquids: those with an energy gap
and those without. In most of the for-
mer types of spin liquid, singlet bonds
form between nearby spins, and these
cost energy to break. Studies indicate
that such gapped excitations behave
much like particles, although they may
have fractional quantum numbers. The
system may have a topological order,
such as that found in the fractional
quantum Hall states.

In gapless spin liquids, there are sin-
glet bonds connecting pairs of spins that
can be spatially well separated, as well
as shorter-range pairs. Since it costs
much less energy to break the bond be-
tween widely separated spins, the spin
liquid may be gapless. This possibility,
only appreciated in recent years, is quite
intriguing. Normally, one expects a sys-
tem with a spontaneously broken sym-
metry, such as an antiferromagnet, to be
gapless: It costs little energy to excite
spin waves in the system. But a spin liq-
uid would be a gapless system with no
broken symmetry. What protects such a
system from developing a gap? 

Gapless spin liquids have been
called critical or algebraic spin liquids
because their properties are expected to
exhibit some of the same power-law de-
pendencies as those found near a criti-
cal point. The excitations might be de-
scribed by an extended wavefunction
rather than as a single particle. Theo-
rists are just starting to explore what the
properties of such a system might be.

For the spin-! kagome lattice with
nearest-neighbor interactions, Lhuil-
lier’s group, joined by Hans-Ulrich
Everts and colleagues from the Leibnitz
University in Hanover in Germany, nu-
merically calculated the energy spec-
trum and predict that there is a contin-
uum of low-lying singlet states and a
very small gap (if any) to a spin triplet
continuum.8 The big question for ex-
perimentalists is whether this predic-
tion is verified in real materials. 

Experimental signatures
The initial experiments on the newly syn-
thesized kagome material primarily ad-
dressed two questions: Does the system
remain disordered down to low temper-
atures and does it have a spin gap? 

To check for long-range magnetic
order, the group led by MIT’s Lee looked
in the neutron-scattering spectrum for
Bragg peaks. As noted by Collin Bro-
holm of the Johns Hopkins University,
however, it’s not always easy to see
Bragg peaks from a spin-! magnet in a
powder. To address this concern, the
MIT team showed that they could see
Bragg peaks in a powder sample of a
cousin of herbertsmithite that is known
to have magnetic order, but did not see
them in a similarly prepared powder of

Figure 2. Herbertsmithite, or ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2. (a) Side view shows two groups
of three copper atoms (blue) along with chlorine (green), oxygen (red), hydro-
gen (white), and zinc (orange). (b) Top view, looking down on copper planes,
reveals the kagome structure. The vertex-sharing triangles are indicated in
gray. (Adapted from ref. 3.)

a b

Monoclinic, C2/m 

a = 10.607! 

b = 5.864! 
c = 7.214! 

! = 94.90°!

Lafontaine et al., J. Solid State Chem. 85, 220 (1990) !

2.94!!3.03! !

~3% !

V5+ !
Cu2+ !

Cu1 !

Cu2 !

V5+ !

J’
!

J
!

J
! J – J – J’ kagome 

No exchange, Cu2+ / V5+ !

ZH et al., JPSJ 70, 3377 (2001) !

NMR probe, V is surrounded by 6 Cu !

Monoclinic, C2/m 

a = 10.607!, b = 5.864!, c = 7.214! 

! = 94.90° 

2.94! 

3.03!  Cu1 – Cu2 

Cu2 – Cu2 

Cu2+ 

V5+ 

O2- 

!Cu2–Cu1–Cu2 = 57.87 

!Cu1–Cu2–Cu2 = 61.06 

•!Good two dimensionality 

•!No disorder between Cu2+ and V5+ ions 

•!Difference between J1 and J2 may be smaller than 20 % 

Ref.) M. A. Lafontaine et al., JSSC85, 220 (1990);  Z. Hiroi et al., JPSJ70, 3377 (2001). 
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FIG. 1: (a) Crystal structure of vesignieite BaCu3V2O8(OH)2
viewed along the a axis (left) and perpendicular to the ab
plane (right). (b) Powder XRD pattern of a polycrystalline
sample of vesignieite taken at room temperature. Peak indices
are given by assuming a monoclinic unit cell of a = 10.273 Å,
b = 5.907 Å, c = 7.721 Å and ! = 116.29!.

can be a suitable compound for realizing spin-1/2
KAFMs. The thermodynamic properties of vesignieite
are studied and compared with those of the previous
kagome compounds.

Vesignieite BaCu3V2O8(OH)2 is a natural mineral re-
ported about a half century ago [11]. It crystallizes in a
monoclinic structure of the space group C2/m with lat-
tice parameters of a = 10.271 Å, b = 5.911 Å, c = 7.711 Å,
! = 116.42! [12]. This structure consists of Cu3O6(OH)2
layers, made up of edge-shared CuO4(OH)2 octahedra
and separated by VO4 tetrahedra and Ba2+ ions (Fig.
1 (a)). Cu2+ ions form a nearly perfect kagome lattice,
though there are two crystallographic sites for them, as
in volborthite. The distortion of a Cu triangle from the
regular one is negligible (! 0.2%) with the distances be-
tween two Cu atoms being 2.962 Å (Cu1-Cu2) and 2.956
Å (Cu2-Cu2) [12]. Thus, the spatial anisotropy in J
may be much smaller than that in volborthite. More-
over, vesignieite is expected to be free of antisite disor-
der, the same as volborthite, because it contains no ions
chemically similar to Cu2+. From these structural and
chemical features, we expect that vesignieite can be an
ideal model system for the spin-1/2 KAFM to be com-
pared with herbertsmithite and volborthite.

A polycrystalline sample of BaCu3V2O8(OH)2 was
prepared by the hydrothermal method. 0.1 g of the mix-
ture of Cu(OH)2 and V2O5 in 3:1 molar ratio and 0.3
g of Ba(CH3COO)2 were put in a Teflon beaker placed
in a stainless-steel vessel. The vessel was filled up to 60
volume % with H2O, sealed and heated at 180 !C for
24 h. Sample characterization was performed by powder
x-ray di!raction (XRD) analysis using Cu-K" radiation.
Magnetic and thermodynamic properties were measured
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FIG. 2: (a) Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibil-
ity " of vesignieite BaCu3V2O8(OH)2 polycrystalline sample
measured on heating at a magnetic field of 0.1 T. The filled
circles, open circles, and broken line represent ", "bulk, and
"imp, respectively. The solid curve on the " data between 2
and 10 K represents a Curie-Weiss (CW) fit, and that between
150 and 300 K represents a fit to the kagome lattice model
obtained by high-temperature series expansion (HTSE) [13],
which yields J/kB = 53 K and g = 2.16. The inset shows
""1, where the solid line between 200 and 300 K represents a
CW fit, which gives #W = !77 K and pe! = 1.98 µB/Cu. (b)
Temperature dependence of field-cooled and zero-field-cooled
" measured in various magnetic fields up to 5 T.

in MPMS and PPMS (Quantum Design). All the peaks
observed in the powder XRD pattern were indexed to re-
flections based on a monoclinic structure with the lattice
constants a = 10.273 Å, b = 5.907 Å, c = 7.721 Å, !
= 116.29! (Fig. 1 (b)), confirming that our sample is
single-phase vesignieite [11, 12]. The peaks are consider-
ably broad, indicating a small particle size on the order
of a few nm estimated using the Scherrer equation.

The temperature dependences of magnetic susceptibil-
ity # and inverse susceptibility #"1 of vesignieite are
shown in Fig. 2 (a). #"1 exhibits a linear tempera-
ture dependence above 150 K, interpreted as Curie-Weiss
magnetism. A Curie-Weiss fit to the data between 200
and 300 K yields a moderately large negative $W = "77
K and an e!ective moment pe! = 1.98 µB/Cu, which
is slightly larger than the spin-only value expected for
S = 1/2. The exchange coupling J and Lande g-factor
g are estimated to be J/kB = 53 K and g = 2.16, by

herbertsmithite volborthite vesignieite

Na4Ir3O8
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QSL candidates

Triangular lattice organics:                                    
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2

Kagome lattices: herbertsmithite, vesignieite, 
volborthite

Hyperkagome lattice: Na4Ir3O8

XY pyrochlore: Er2Ti2O7

FCC double perovskites: A2BB’O6, e.g. 
Ba2YMoO6

recent work 
in our group
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SLs ≠ QSLs
Classical spin liquids (thermal fluctuations)

“spin ice” Ho2Ti2O7, Gd2Ti2O7

Heisenberg pyrochlores ACr2O4 , A=Zn, Cd, Hg...

“spiral spin liquid” MnSc2S4,CoAl2O4 ?

“ring liquid” Bi3Mn4O12(NO3)?

Unconventional partially frozen states (very common)

S=1/2 anisotropic kagome: “volborthite” Cu3V2O7(OH)2·2H2O

triangular S=1 antiferromagnet: NiGa2S4

FCC antiferromagnet: Sr2CaReO6 
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QSLs in cold atoms?

Solvable spin models, e.g. Kitaev

Difficult: very fine-tuned (might actually 
exist in CM though!) and must cool deeply

Many conserved quantities - hard to 
equilibrate

Mimic experimental CM systems

e.g. triangular lattice fermionic Hubbard 
model at 1/2-filling
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Triangular lattice

U/t~10~5
metal QSL AF

H. Morita  et al, 2002
O. Motrunich, 2005
P.A. Lee + S.S. Lee, 2005
B. Kyung + A.M.S. Tremblay, 2006
...
D.N. Sheng et al, 2009
H.-Y. Yang  et al, 2010

c)

1, 0

1,-1

1, 1

Experiment Theory

Time-of-flight images

K. Sengstock 
group

spinon 
Fermi 
surface
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Triangular lattice

U/t~10~5
metal QSL AF

T/t Tcoh

~t/U

Δc

c)

1, 0

1,-1

1, 1

Experiment Theory

Time-of-flight images

K. Sengstock 
group
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Triangular lattice

U/t~10~5
metal QSL AF

T/t Tcoh

~t/U

Δc

The “sweet spot” is at intermediate coupling 

One may expect similar things in other 
frustrated lattices (maybe unfrustrated ones 
too!)

c)

1, 0

1,-1

1, 1

Experiment Theory

Time-of-flight images

K. Sengstock 
group
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Mott Transitions

The Mott transition of fermions is a storied 
topic in condensed matter physics

U/t~10~5
metal QSL AF

T/t Tcoh

~t/U

Δc
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Mott Transition
Mott state

Single particle gap

insulating 

local moments

Metal

Fermi surface

conducting

Pauli paramagnetism

U/W

Mott Insulator

Metal

n
1

filling control

bandwidth control
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Mott Transition
Mott state

Single particle gap

insulating 

local moments

Metal

Fermi surface

conducting

Pauli paramagnetism

U/W

Mott Insulator

Metal

n
1

filling control

bandwidth control
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Bandwidth controlled 
Mott transition

Mott originally argued for 
a first order transition

But he changed his mind 
later!

If it is, a line of first order 
transitions must exist at 
T>0

this is often seen in 
experiment

T

p

insulator metal
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First order Mott 
transitions

Vanadates (from Mott’s RMP!)

V2O3 phase diagram

Nickelates (perovskites)

first order

(d1-d2L� ) hybridization (Uozumi et al., 1993). Cluster-
model analysis has revealed considerable weight of
charge-transfer configurations, d3L� ,d4L� 2,. . . , mixed into
the ionic d2 configuration, resulting in a net d-electron
number of nd�3.1 (Bocquet et al., 1996). This value is
considerably larger than the d-band filling or the formal
d-electron number n�2 and is in good agreement with
the value (nd�3.0) deduced from an analysis of core-
core-valence Auger spectra (Sawatzky and Post, 1979).
If the above local-cluster CI picture is relevant to experi-
ment, the antibonding counterpart of the split-off bond-
ing state is predicted to be observed as a satellite on the
high-binding-energy side of the O 2p band, although its
spectral weight may be much smaller than the bonding
state [due to interference between the d2→d1�e and
d3L�→d2L� �e photoemission channels; see Eq. (3.12)].
Such a spectral feature was indeed observed in an ultra-
violet photoemission study by Smith and Henrich (1988)
and in a resonant photoemission study by Park and
Allen (1997). In spite of the strong p-d hybridization
and the resulting charge-transfer satellite mechanism de-
scribed above, it is not only convenient but also realistic
to regard the d1-d2L� bonding band as an effective V 3d
band (lower Hubbard band). The 3d wave function is
thus considerably hybridized with oxygen p orbitals and
hence has a relatively small effective U of 1–2 eV (Sa-
watzky and Post, 1979) instead of the bare value U
�4 eV. Therefore the effective d bandwidth W becomes
comparable to the effective U : W�U . With these facts
in mind, one can regard V2O3 as a model Mott-Hubbard
system and the (degenerate) Hubbard model as a rel-
evant model for analyzing the physical properties of
V2O3.

The time-honored phase diagram for doped V2O3 sys-
tems, (V1�xCrx)2O3 and (V1�xTix)2O3 , is reproduced
in Fig. 70. The phase boundary represented by the solid
line is of first order, accompanied by thermal hysteresis
(Kuwamoto, Honig, and Appel, 1980). In a Cr-doped
system (V1�xCrx)2O3 , a gradual crossover is observed
from the high-temperature paramagnetic metal (PM) to

FIG. 69. Photoemission spectra of V2O3 in the metallic phase
taken using photon energies in the 3p-3d core excitation re-
gion. From Shin et al., 1990.

FIG. 68. Corundum structure of V2O3.

FIG. 70. Phase diagram for doped V2O3 systems,
(V1�xCrx)2O3 and (V1�xTix)2O3. From McWhan et al., 1971,
1973.

1147Imada, Fujimori, and Tokura: Metal-insulator transitions

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 4, October 1998

McWhan, 1971
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First order Mott 
transitions

Seen in several 
organic quasi-2d 
conductors

Mott Criticality and Spin Liquid State Revealed in Quasi-2D Organics

Dr. K. Kanoda, University of Tokyo (KITP Exotic Order Program 6/15/04) 7

NMR, ac-!

Lefebvre et al.
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Fournier et al.
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Mott Transition from a Spin Liquid to a Fermi Liquid in the Spin-Frustrated Organic Conductor
!-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3

Y. Kurosaki,1 Y. Shimizu,1,2,* K. Miyagawa,1,3 K. Kanoda,1,3 and G. Saito2

1Department of Applied Physics, University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113-8656, Japan
2Division of Chemistry, Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, 606-8502, Japan

3CREST, Japan Science and Technology Corporation, Kawaguchi 332-0012, Japan
(Received 15 October 2004; revised manuscript received 6 April 2005; published 18 October 2005)

The pressure-temperature phase diagram of the organic Mott insulator !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3, a model
system of the spin liquid on triangular lattice, has been investigated by 1H NMR and resistivity
measurements. The spin-liquid phase is persistent before the Mott transition to the metal or super-
conducting phase under pressure. At the Mott transition, the spin fluctuations are rapidly suppressed and
the Fermi-liquid features are observed in the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate
and resistivity. The characteristic curvature of the Mott boundary in the phase diagram highlights a crucial
effect of the spin frustration on the Mott transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.177001 PACS numbers: 74.25.Nf, 71.27.+a, 74.70.Kn, 76.60.2k

Magnetic interaction on the verge of the Mott transition
is one of the chief subjects in the physics of strongly
correlated electrons, because striking phenomena such as
unconventional superconductivity emerge from the mother
Mott insulator with antiferromagnetic (AFM) order.
Examples are transition metal oxides such as V2O3 and
La2CuO4, in which localized paramagnetic spins undergo
the AFM transition at low temperatures [1]. The ground
state of the Mott insulator is, however, no more trivial
when the spin frustration works between the localized
spins. Realization of the spin liquid has attracted much
attention since a proposal of the possibility in a triangular-
lattice Heisenberg antiferromagnet [2]. Owing to the ex-
tensive materials research, some examples of the possible
spin liquid have been found in systems with triangular and
kagomé lattices, such as the solid 3He layer [3], Cs2CuCl4
[4], and !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 [5]. Mott transitions between
metallic and insulating spin-liquid phases are an interesting
new area of research.

The layered organic conductor !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 is the
only spin-liquid system to exhibit the Mott transition, to
the authors’ knowledge [5]. The conduction layer in
!-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 consists of strongly dimerized ET
[bis(ethlylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene] molecules with
one hole per dimer site, so that the on-site Coulomb
repulsion inhibits the hole transfer [6]. In fact, it is a
Mott insulator at ambient pressure and becomes a metal
or superconductor under pressure [7]. Taking the dimer as a
unit, the network of interdimer transfer integrals forms a
nearly isotropic triangular lattice, and therefore the system
can be modeled to a half-filled band system with strong
spin frustration on the triangular lattice. At ambient pres-
sure, the magnetic susceptibility behaved as the triangular-
lattice Heisenberg model with an AFM interaction energy
J# 250 K [5,8]. Moreover, the 1H NMR measurements
provided no indication of long-range magnetic order down
to 32 mK. These results suggested the spin-liquid state at

ambient pressure. Then the Mott transition in
!-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 under pressure may be the unprece-
dented one without symmetry breaking, if the magnetic
order does not emerge under pressure up to the Mott
boundary.

In this Letter, we report on the NMR and resistance
studies of the Mott transition in !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 under
pressure. The result is summarized by the pressure-
temperature (P-T) phase diagram in Fig. 1. The Mott
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FIG. 1 (color online). The pressure-temperature phase diagram
of !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3, constructed on the basis of the resistance
and NMR measurements under hydrostatic pressures. The Mott
transition or crossover lines were identified as the temperature
where 1=T1T and dR=dT show the maximum as described in the
text. The upper limit of the Fermi-liquid region was defined by
the temperatures where 1=T1T and R deviate from the Korringa’s
relation and R0 $ AT2, respectively. The onset superconducting
transition temperature was determined from the in-plane resis-
tance measurements.
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Recent Activity

A major focus of method development

LDA+U

DMFT++

Variational wavefunctions, fixed node, etc.

Many of the most interesting materials may be 
close to one (e.g. many QSL candidates)

Study is reinvigorated by Mott heterostructures
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LaNiO3 Films

Numerous groups are now studying LaNiO3 films 
and superlattices, grown down to thicknesses of a 
few unit cells

Strain and interfaces have been shown 
(experimentally) to alter the electronic structure in a 
rationalizable way, tuning a metal-insulator transition

G. Sawatzky, unpublished
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Continuous Mott 
Transitions?

Recently theorists have returned to the idea of a 
continuous (bandwidth tuned) Mott transition

Might occur in frustrated situations

Requires “killing” entire Fermi surface at the QCP 
- very exotic criticality

Plausible scenarios based on “slave rotor” 
approximation

the transition is approached from either the metal or insula-
tor, the residual resistivity jumps. When approaching from
the metal this resistivity jump is a universal number of order
h /e2. !See Fig. 2". This prediction can possibly be checked in
future experiments.

In a recent paper15 we argued that at a continuous Mott
transition, the Fermi surface will remain sharply defined
even though the Landau quasiparticle does not survive. We
demonstrated this within the mean-field treatment of Ref. 14
by a direct calculation of the electron spectral function. Here
we include fluctuation effects and show that the sharp critical
Fermi surface continues to exist. Further, in Ref. 15 we pro-
posed that the electron spectral function near the Fermi sur-
face at the critical point will satisfy the scaling ansatz

A!K! ,!" #
c0

$!$"/zF0% c1!

k&
z ' . !1"

Here we explicitly show that at the continuous Mott transi-
tion studied in this paper, this scaling ansatz is satisfied with
the exponents z=1+ and "=!# !where # is the anomalous
exponent of the boson field at the 3D XY fixed point". The
exponent value 1+ means that expressions such as !1/z

should be replaced by ! ln 1 /!. Specifically we show that

Ac!K! ,!" #
!#

ln$
!

F%! ln$
!

vF0k&

' !2"

right at the Mott transition. Here k& is the deviation of K! from
the Fermi momentum along a direction parallel to the normal
to the critical Fermi surface at the point of closest approach.
Thus the Mott transition studied in this paper provides a
concrete example of a critical Fermi surface.

We also study the crossover out of the critical region into
either the Fermi liquid or the spin liquid Mott insulator. Re-
markably we find that on the metallic side, the initial cross-
over is not to a Landau Fermi liquid but rather to a marginal
Fermi liquid metal16 !see Fig. 3". As the tuning parameter g

moves away from its critical value gc into the metallic side,
this happens at an energy scale

T! # $g ! gc$%, !3"

with %(0.67 a universal exponent !equal in fact to the cor-
relation exponent of the 3D XY model". The marginal Fermi
liquid metal crosses over to a Landau Fermi liquid at a much
lower energy scale

T!! # $g ! gc$2%. !4"

The ratio T!! /T! thus vanishes when approaching the critical
point. Similar phenomena happen in the insulating side as
well. The initial crossover !at energy scale T!" out of the
quantum critical point is to a marginal spinon-liquid insula-
tor. In this insulator the spinons have a sharp Fermi surface
and a scattering rate proportional to the energy. The specific
heat is T ln 1 /T. This eventually crosses over to the spinon
non-Fermi liquid state of Refs. 10 and 11 at the much lower
scale T!!.

The presence of these two scales means that a universal
scaling function for the initial crossover out of criticality will
only describe the marginal Fermi liquid state. The low-
energy physics of the Fermi liquid is not part of this scaling
and is obtained only on including the second crossover at
T!!. Thus the scaling hypothesis of Ref. 15 is not expected to
directly describe the approach to criticality at this particular
transition. We show that this is indeed the case. Similar phe-
nomena are well known in other simpler classical and quan-
tum phase transitions with “dangerously irrelevant” perturba-
tions. In such cases as in the present problem the usual
scaling only describes the initial crossover, and needs to be
modified to handle the second one.

Our theory for this Mott transition is formulated in terms
of a charge-0 spin-1/2 fermionic spinon field f", a charge-e
spin-0 boson field b, and an associated U!1" gauge field. We

g g
cMott insulator Metal

! !

! = 0

!

m

c

gMetalMott insulator g
c

"

" "

Rh/e2

m

c

FIG. 2. !Color online" Evolution of the extrapolated T=0 con-
ductivity across the Mott transition. The conductivity & jumps
twice—once from its value &m in the metal to its value &c at the
critical point, and then again to zero on moving to the insulating
phase. Neither of the jumps are universal. However, the jump in the
in-plane sheet resistivity ' on going from the metal to the Mott
critical point is a universal constant Rh /e2 with R of order 1.

ggc

T

Marginal FL
metal

Landau FL

Marginal
spinon liquid

Mott insulator

Quantum critical
non-fermi liquid

FIG. 3. !Color online" Schematic phase diagram showing finite
temperature crossovers near the Mott transition studied in this pa-
per. The dashed lines represent the crossover scale T! and the
dashed-dotted lines the crossover at T!!. The quantum critical metal
at T=0 has a sharp critical Fermi surface. The electron spectral
function at the Fermi surface sharpens into the marginal Fermi liq-
uid form on cooling through T!. It eventually acquires the usual
Landau quasiparticle peak only below the much lower scale T!!.
The Mott insulating ground state is a spin liquid with a spinon
Fermi surface. A different spin liquid, which also has a spinon
Fermi surface, appears in the intermediate temperature regime in
the insulator. The critical Fermi surface evolves into the spinon
Fermi surface in the insulator.

T. SENTHIL PHYSICAL REVIEW B 78, 045109 !2008"

045109-2

T. Senthil, 
2008
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Mott transitions in 
cold atoms

In general, the Mott transition occurs with U 
comparable to bandwidth, so temperature does not 
need to be too low

Systems are much more tunable than solid state 
(lattice depth, symmetry, SU(N))

Conditions more favorable for continuous 
transitions:

lack of phonons

large SU(N) symmetry
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Spin orbit physics

λL · S

λ

spin Hall effect

topological insulators

anomalous Hall effect

magnetic anisotropy
fine structure
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SOC and 
Interactions

Hubbard model:

H = tHhop − λ
�

i

L · S + U

�

i

ni(ni − 1)

U/t

λ/t

strong 
SOC

weak 
SOC
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λ ∼ t2/U
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SOC and 
Interactions

Hubbard model:

H = tHhop − λ
�
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L · S + U
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SOC and 
Interactions
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materials
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Intermediate regime

Very common in 5d transition metal oxides:

λ ~ U ~ t (e.g. Iridates)

This is a complex regime, with many interesting 
suggestions:

topological Mott insulator

magnetic topological insulator

spin-orbit 3d Dirac semimetal

Pesin, Balents 2010
BJ Yang, YB Kim, 2010

Mong, Essin, Moore 2010

Wan et al 2010
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Strong SO + Strong 
Mott

Common example: 4f electron systems

Here Mott localization is so strong energy 
scales are very low 

Transition metals: U and λ are anti-correlated, 
so it is hard to find strong SO Mott insulators

Need to seek special situations where 
bandwidth is unusually low

Also need to preserve orbital degeneracy
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Strong SO + Strong 
Mott

A-site spinels Double perovskites

FeSc2S4 A2BB’O6
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Strong SO + Strong 
Mott

A-site spinels Double perovskites

FeSc2S4 A2BB’O6

More specifically:
insulating rock salt d0d1 

double perovskites
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multipolar order
enhanced quantum 
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Time for dessert!
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